Erectile Dysfunction in Male with Glans Penis Apocrine Hydrocystoma: Organic or Psychogenic?
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Abstract
The location of the apocrine hydrocystoma in the penis region is rare. We present a case where we evaluated the erectile function of a patient presenting such an asymptomatic formation. We assessed the psychogenic component of the erectile dysfunction based on the association of the somatic component of the cyst with the patient’s inability to focus on sexual intercourse. The fear of traumatization of the cyst during sexual intercourse was considered as a triggering factor of the chain of insufficient or unsuccessful erections, and the sexual performance anxiety as a factor in maintaining this erectile dysfunction. Apparently, an organic cause induced an erectile dysfunction, through non-organic (predisposition, triggering and maintenance) mechanisms.
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1. Introduction
Apocrine hydrocystoma is a benign cystic tumor with a more frequent localization on the face zone, ears, scalp, chest, shoulders, or vulva [1].

According to histological criteria, the literature describes both apocrine and eccrine hydrocystoma, the apocrine ones being well delimited, translucent, which may be solitary (Smith type) and multiple (Robinson type), with a smooth
surface, and the color that ranges from that of the skin to a grey or blue-black, more often only the region of the cyst being affected [2]. It can be identified at any age and in both sexes [3] [4].

The location of the apocrine hydrocystoma in the penis region is rare [1] [2] [3] [4]. In the literature only 4 similar cases have been reported according to our data. At the same time, reported cases do not refer to the evaluation of erectile function of patients presenting such formations in the penis region, but only to the fact that they are asymptomatic, grow slowly in size and can reach a diameter of 1 cm and more [2].

By presenting the case and literature review, the authors have proposed to explain the mechanism of occurrence of erectile dysfunction in patients with benign penile cystic formations.

2. Case Report

Patient, 34 years old, European, primarily addresses with complaints of erectile dysfunction spontaneously installed for about 3 months. The patient evaluation by the IIEF questionnaire reveals a mild-moderate erectile dysfunction, diminishing satisfaction from intercourse and general satisfaction (IIEF-5 = 13 points).

The patient does not present any acute or chronic pathologies. He was not and is not a user of any long-term drugs or nutritional supplements (including those used in sports). From history, it is known that he has been married for 10 years, has a child of 9 years old, his sexual life was satisfying until the onset of erectile dysfunction. With his partner, he communicates freely the couple’s issues including those sexual, the partner manifests support and understanding during the time of sexual complaints.

At the physical examination-normostenic constitution, absent abdominal obesity, two cystic formations are noticed, communicating, located in the base region of the glans penis and urethral meatus (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Penile macroscopic aspect pre-intervention.
The ultrasonographical exam has determined the projection of the communication channel laterally to the frenulum. Paraclinical and laboratory investigations have not identified any significant pathological changes (Testosterone, SHBG, TSH, LH, FSH, Prolactin-in normal range).

The patient does not describe an exact moment of the appearance of the cystic formation, but notes that the secondary cyst, located in the region of the base of the penile gland, appeared about two years ago, probably because of the pressure exerted during sexual activity. In flaccid state, during exercising pressure on one cyst, the liquid content movement is appreciated in the second and vice versa.

Last year, the patient noted the slow increase in volume of both cysts, and the increasing of the cyst capsule’s tension during erection-disturbing tension that made him focus his senses on it, during the sexual act. Additionally, he noticed the reduction in thickness of the superficial tissue of the apical cyst, with a tendency to break, which induced a state of fear not to traumatize it. Consequently-limiting the amplitude of friction movements. The erectile dysfunction began with the inability to maintain the erection, then the impossibility of obtaining a repeated one, later with the impossibility of starting the sexual act in most of the situations.

The onset time of the erectile dysfunction is described by the patient as it was preceded by sexual acts in which he was unable to maintain the erection, as well as with the end of the sexual intercourse due to the impossibility of achieving a repeated erection, afterwards a condition was installed in which the erection was insufficient to begin sexual intercourse.

Following clinical, paraclinical and laboratory investigations of the patient, the diagnosis of: Apocrine hydrocystoma of the glans penis, Moderate psychogenic erectile dysfunction, Sexual performance anxiety, was established.

Macroscopic appearance of the double communicating cyst: translucent, unicameral, etc. suggested the diagnosis of an apocrine hydrocystoma, and less suggestive of an eccrine type. However, the histological confirmation established the final diagnosis (Figure 2 and Figure 3).
The rationale of determining psychogenic erectile dysfunction is based on the association of the somatic component of the cyst with the patient’s inability to focus on sexual intercourse. The fear of traumatization of the cyst during sexual intercourse was considered as a trigger factor of the chain of insufficient or unsuccessful erections, and the sexual performance anxiety as a factor in maintaining this erectile dysfunction.

Apparently, an organic cause induced an erectile dysfunction, through non-organic mechanisms. It was decided to resolve the cyst as a treatment tactic of the erectile dysfunction by removing the trigger factor. The patient underwent surgery with the excision of both cysts and the communicating channel (Figure 4).

Patient evaluation at 3 months post-intervention identified the absence of local recurrence and sexual recovery with the absence of an erectile dysfunction (IIEF-5 = 24 points). The following evaluation after 6 and 9 months after intervention still has no complaints from the patient side.

**Figure 3.** Chronic inflammatory changes (cystic wall sclerosis). Picrofuscin von Gieson staining (400×).

**Figure 4.** Penile macroscopic aspect 3 months post-intervention.
3. Discussion

Asymptomatic cystic formations located in the penile region are rarely considered as triggering factors for erectile dysfunction. Absence of pain and patient embarrassment in relation to the cosmetic aspect requires the exclusion of psychogenic factors as well for the impaired erectile function.

Psychogenic factors can predispose, trigger, or maintain the erectile dysfunction [5]. Predisposing factors are those factors that indicate the vulnerability of a person for the appearance of erectile dysfunction at some point, and the trigger factors are directly those factors leading to the first erectile failure at a certain moment and in a certain situation.

In the case of the questioned patient, one of the major factors of its predisposition for erectile dysfunction was the cognitive, determined by its beliefs on sexuality. These sexual beliefs/sex myths have influenced the patient in interpreting the events related to his erectile function. Zilbergeld (1999) describes a high proportion of sex myths in men with erectile dysfunction, such as: “a man always wants and is ready for sex”, “a man always can”, “sex consists of a rigid penis and what you can do with it”, and “sex is equal to intercourse”. The patient was convinced that his role as a man namely consists in the ability to satisfy the sexual partner, which is why even after the first erectile failure he associated thoughts that he has a potency problem and that his wife may leave him.

As trigger factor, we analyzed the disturbance of attention during intercourse by focusing on the sensations in the cyst, and with the subsequent protective correction of the friction amplitude. Thus, studies on healthy patients have established that attention to sexual stimuli triggers sexual arousal, while distracting attention from sexual intercourse (either because of an internal stimulus, or under the action of an external stimulus) leads to inhibition of sexual arousal [6]. Several studies have shown that performance demand has had a negative impact on men with erectile dysfunction, but not on those without sexual problems. Heiman and Rawland (1983) have discovered that men without sexual dysfunction showed a stronger sexual genital excitation when they were asked to get an erection as quickly as possible (performance demand) compared with the demand to think of some pleasant internal sensations (focusing on sensations demand). However, men with sexual dysfunction have shown contradictory effect, and had a better erection focusing on sensations than on performance demand [7].

In the case of the given patient, as a non-erotic stimulus can be considered the penile cyst, and the trigger moment-the stage in which the patient began to focus his attention on the changes that occurred at the penis level (enlargement in cyst size and the fear of its potential lesion). As a provocative mechanism, we consider that distraction caused the onset of erectile dysfunction by lowering the rigidity of the penis, and focusing the attention on the possibility of losing the erection induced a state of anxiety over an eventual erectile failure.

Performance anxiety is a trigger to initiate or maintain the erectile dysfunction [8]. In medical practice, performance anxiety plays a decisive role in the
evolution and treatment of patients with sexual dysfunction, because it is a pathological phenomenon involving several factors: cognitive, affective, behavioral, and psychological. Performance anxiety can be caused by any sexual stimulation (invitation for sexual intercourse, a sex image, a very sexual partner or decreasing erectile rigidity during sexual intercourse) which the man associates with erectile capacity or incapacity [9]. If the sexual stimulus is associated with some negative emotions dependent on previous sexual experiences, then the patient will most likely experience an erectile failure. Negative emotions can cause erectile failure through two basic mechanisms: distracting attention from pleasant sexual stimuli and increasing sympathetic tone leading to penile smooth muscle contraction [10] [11] [12]. Increasing the sympathetic tone caused by any type of performance anxiety and, therefore, the inclusion of both mechanisms: 1) norepinephrine release from sympathetic nerve endings of the vegetative nerves that innervate the cavernous body and 2) the excretion of adrenaline from the adrenal glands in the bloodstream intervening both at the onset and the maintenance of erection, -interacts with both the onset of erection and the maintenance of it. It has also been suggested that continuous erectile failure can lead to the des-erotization of the received erotic stimuli, resulting in a decrease in sexual arousal [13].

In the case of the patient, performance anxiety can be considered an associated mechanism to the trigger factor and respectively-the main mechanism of maintenance. The changes in time of the cyst: the appearance of the secondary communicable cyst, their increase in volume and eminence of trauma have become the subject of distraction of the patient triggering reduction in penile rigidity during penetration. Reduced stiffness appears to be a result of the lowered patient involvement in intercourse with the attenuation of the perception of pleasant sex stimuli and reducing sexual arousal (physiological factor needed to maintain erection). Feeling weak erection, at the cognitive level triggered the fear of losing it (including because of its propensity to this from the point of view of his beliefs about sex, etc.) associating the sympathetic mechanism that together led to that first erectile failure. Subsequent maintenance of erectile dysfunction was due to the embarrassing cyst persistence and to the developed performance anxiety.

Organic or psychogenic cause? How can the apocrine hydrocystoma of the penis gland be considered in the context of evaluating the causes that led to erectile dysfunction?

In the case of the given patient, we can talk about a gradually installed erectile dysfunction, but determined by a well-defined situation by the patient. At the same time, the patient did not perceive any painful sensations in the cyst, describing even the absence of the cosmetic embarrassment in relation to the cyst, both in him and his partner.

If we refer to the organic erectile dysfunction, then the presence of the cyst can be considered as a physical element which directly contributed to the occurrence of erectile dysfunction, but the mechanism of appearance in the case de-
scribed by us, is an exclusively non-organic one. If the cyst caused a chronic pain which would influence the ability to pay attention to sexual stimuli with decreased sexual arousal, then we could have talked about a direct influence of the cyst on the erectile function.

Thus, the possibility of establishing the type of erectile dysfunction within penile cystic formations requires clear elucidation of its effect on the sexual function at all levels.

The treatment tactic aimed at removing the trigger factor: the cyst excision. However, if necessary, the patient would also be prescribed drug therapy to remove the anxious factor. After surgery recovery and appropriate scarring, the patient reported a complete recovery of his erectile function, with significant improvement in self-confidence, also due to the gained esthetic aspect due to the cyst resection and so that the administration of the auxiliary therapy was not required. We consider the discussion with the patient extremely important to explain all the mechanisms which led to its erectile dysfunction, in particular the conviction that there is no organic factor.

This case is unique due to the fact that, besides the unspecific presentation of a hydrocistome (i.e. in a less common region: on the penis), the case is of interest also from the point of view of sexual problems, by explaining in detail all the mechanisms leading to the association of the sexual dysfunction.

4. Conclusions

Cystic formations located in the penis region also need to be considered as triggering factors for erectile dysfunction. In the absence of local pain sensations and disturbing cosmetic defect, other psychogenic mechanisms, cognitive and cultural, need to be excluded.

In conclusion, we can talk about the impact of a physical factor on erectile function through predisposition, triggering and maintenance mechanisms exclusively non-organic.
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